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了许多具有地方特色的速裁经验。与此同时，2011 年 3 月 17 日最高人民法
院发布了《关于部分基层人民法院开展小额速裁试点工作的指导意见》，


















































Along with the deepening of Chinese reform and opening-up, the social 
communication among people becomes more frequently, the social rhythm becomes 
more fast and the economic development becomes more vigorous. Currently, the 
whole society has been in the period of the political, economic and cultural 
transformation. The political and economic systems and construction of social 
relations have underlying changes and adjustments. The relations of benefit and 
society continually resolve, reorganize and harmonize. The social disputes of 
cross-border and multi-industry incur frequently. Social conflict becomes more 
complicated. All of the above results in the increasing civil actions and lawsuit types 
and the current judicial resources can’t meet ever-increasing lawsuit demands. On 
account of this, for complying with the demands of social conflicts in new situation, 
according to Chinese basic national conditions and judicial judgment practice, 
People's Court combines theory with practice in and out of China, explores actively 
new judicial judgment models and accomplishes dynamic judiciary in order to satisfy 
the judicial resources of demands of people. The civil expedited trial procedure is one 
of the outcomes of this judicial reform. Nowadays, it develops very fast. The people’s 
court in every Chinese district sets up different kinds of expedited trial organizations 
and formulates correspondent expedited trial rules, which springs up a lot of local 
expedited trial experience. Meanwhile, the supreme people’s court issues “The 
Guiding Opinions on the Pilot Project of Some Low-level Courts Carrying out the 
Underrate Expedited Trial ”on March 17th in 2011 and also deploys 90 low-level 
courts in China to carry out this project on May 1st in 2011 with the purpose of 
accumulating the experience of modifying the civil procedure law and establishing the 
underrate expedited trial procedure. Hence one can see that civil expedited trial 
procedure may become the legal procedure of civil procedure law. It is the procedural 














procedural judgment models.  
Except the introduction and conclusion, the thesis contains four chapters in the 
main body. 
The first chapter is about the summary of civil expedited trial procedure. Facing 
on the lawsuit explosion, every country all formulates correspondent expedited trial 
procedures. But there is not unified conception and meaning on it in and out of China. 
This chapter introduces the meaning, features, types and basic legal theory of civil 
expedited trial procedure to show all of this procedure.  
The second chapter is about the investigation in the countries and areas between 
two families of laws on brief procedure. This chapter selects the most representative 
procedures on civil procedures in these countries and areas, those are summary 
procedure、juger en référé、summary judgment、small claims and court-sponsored 
mediation. It analyzes them in the method of comparative law, which offers the good 
ideas for building the self-governed civil expedited trial procedure.   
The third chapter refers to feasibility discussion of building civil expedited trial 
procedure. This one will introduce expedited trial procedure of some typical courts 
from the aspects of the running models, respective features and running effects and 
the conditions of pilot project of the underrate expedited trial procedure. Based on this, 
it makes further efforts to analyze the dilemma and reasons of civil expedited trial 
procedure.  
The last one talks about the building-up of Chinese civil expedited trial 
procedure. This chapter discusses the legislative rules and principles of building-up of 
this procedure. It also elaborates the conceptions of concrete system of this procedure. 
At last, it comes up with the actions to improve the related systems of this procedure.   
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